Monhegan Plantation: Alternative water supply feasibility study

PARTNERS
Island Institute, Lincoln County Regional Planning Commission, Monhegan Water Company

PROJECT DESCRIPTION (Anticipated completion December 2020)
Monhegan and the Monhegan Water Company will conduct a risk assessment of their sole source fresh water aquifer in light of recent studies predicting flood hazard scenarios related to sea level rise and increased storm surge. The Study will examine current groundwater fed bedrock wells to gauge vulnerability to saltwater intrusion and evaluate the feasibility of drilled bedrock wells as a safer and more reliable alternative public water source for residents of Monhegan.

For more information
Andrew Dalrymple, Assessor
Monhegan Island
Ruta Dzenis AICP, Senior Planner
Municipal Planning Assistance Program
ruta.dzenis@maine.gov and 207-287-2851
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